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The Pleasures of God – John Piper

An Interaction

Five hundred words does not begin to suffice for an adequately interaction with this book
– as evidenced by my six pages of typed notes and the extensive hand-written marginal notes in
the book. (A supplemental non-assigned paper has been drafted which contains a more detailed
explanation and justification of my reaction to this book.)

I was immensely disappointed at the problematic nature of this work.  First, should a
book expounding an God's attribute be birthed (Introduction), find its thesis (p. 300-301) and its
"source and inspiration " (p. 304) in a man-given statement intentionally taken totally out of its
original context and intent?  And is it not presumption itself for the finite and mortal to attempt
to measure the "worth and excellency of [the] soul" of the Infinite and Immortal?  Would not the
finite find a better basis for such a study in the Infinite's own words, instead of a purposely-
misconstrued statement from another finite being?

Piper's restructuring of 1Tim. 1:11 (chap. 1) is problematic.  While his interpretation
seems linguistically possible on a word-by-word basis, it seems to fail in a number of other ways,
including the "best fit" contextual test.  This is not an uncommon problem for Piper – opting for
an alternate (although unlikely, if not unnatural) twist on the translation of a given word or
words, with little regard for whether such fits into the context or intention of the broader passage.

This book is littered with speculations and assumptions, disjointed human logic, and
pseudo-exegesis.  Piper consistently reads into a passage things that are not stated or even
implied.  For example, in Jesus' words, "For this purpose I have come to this hour.  Father,
glorify your name," Piper reads "this purpose" as a reference to "glorify," even though
contextually it seems an obvious reference to His death.

The author is at times guilty of arbitrary and unwarranted distinctions (e.g., the supposed
difference between Paul-type and Timothy-type mission work – as if God intended such
distinctions).  Yet, at other times his cut-and-paste approach to theology (i.e., finding various
passages with the same word and assuming they can automatically be pasted into a common
doctrine) fails to make necessarily and fundamental distinctions.

Other problem areas include:
• The constant assumption that God's glory is His primary motivation instead of a

secondary by-product of His actions.  (I found his attempts to prove this assumption
to be strained and unconvincing);

• Omitting elements of a passage that conflict with his preferred interpretation;
• Assuming unwarranted connections and implications from unrelated elements in

scriptures (e.g., reading NT "unconditional election" into OT use of "chosen");
• Failing to think through the ramifications of his reasoning and conclusions.
The author makes a noble argument for a need for missions in spite of God's

"unconditional election."  Yet this argument collapses upon itself because it fails to address one
fundamental question:  Why spend the time, money, effort, and even lives to spread God's Word
if the elect will be saved "unconditionally" – which according to Piper means they will be saved
regardless of the decisions and efforts of men?  If God's "unconditional election" is not
dependent upon man's choice to accept, is it not even more so independent of man's willingness
to "go ye?"  Is it not fool-hearted to sacrifice so much in mission efforts for that which one
believes will happen regardless of the efforts of man – including man's efforts in missions?  Or
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does Piper's plea for missions perhaps betray the truth of a more conditional nature of God's will
and election?

Piper does make a good case for the understanding of two, and at times opposing, wills of
God.  I also applaud his making an understandable – even if not convincing – argument for God's
desire for all men to be saved, but that such desire can be "trumped" by an opposing will of
higher priority.  Thus, according to the author, God's desire for all men to be saved does not
contradict "unconditional election."

Concerning Piper's argument for the irresistible, indiscriminate foreordination of God's
will upon mankind ("unconditional election") – if this is the best arguments Calvinists have to
offer my conclusion is that they have little Biblically or logically to stand on.
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Supplement to Reading Interactions for
John Piper's The Pleasures of God

Don Burke

A full response to John Piper's The Pleasures of God exceeds the space specifications for
the assigned interaction, so this supplement was drafted to provide a fuller discussion of the
merits of the book.  While continuing in the same interactive nature as the assignment, this
document is not submitted as a part of the assignment and attempted only as a means of
providing a more detailed explanation of my reaction for class discussion, future personal
reference, etc.

A Response to the Book's Premise

It is disappointing that a Christian author attempting to expound upon an attribute of God
would build his thesis upon the saying of a man: "The worth and excellency of a soul is to be
measured by the object of its love."  This three-century-old statement by a twenty-seven year old
Henry Scougal was, according to Piper, what "birthed" (Introduction), was the "thesis" of (pp.
300-301), as well as the "source and inspiration" (p. 304) of Pleasures.  That an author finds the
words of a man to be more revealing than the words of God seems telling upon the author and
his work.

Furthermore, by his own admission Piper uses Scougal's statement outside of its original
human-examination context.  Thus the author's approach to knowing more about the nature of
God is substantially built not on the insight from God, but upon the insights from a man about
understanding men.  One wonders what Scougal would think of such distortions of his statement.
Yea, one must also wonder what the Immortal feels about being so measured by a mortal, with a
standard which was designed by a mortal and was intended for measuring a mortal. I would
rather prefer to have the source and inspiration for my understanding of God founded upon God's
own words about Himself.

The second great pillar upon which this book is built is the happiness or pleasures of God
– i.e., the characteristic of God which Piper argues to be the primary motivation behind all that
He does.  Semantics may be somewhat at issue here, and thus I might find a little more
agreement with Piper were his meaning of "happiness" or "pleasure" better understood.  After
reading his book I conclude that Piper is not one to generally make the same degree of
distinctions that I do.  The connotations of happiness and pleasure are significantly different than
that of passion in my use of the terms, but if Piper assumes the latter in the former then I might
find myself agreeing with him a little more.

But semantics does not begin to explain the vast majority of the problems that arise
through the course of this book.  The exegetical problems behind this Piper's interpretation of
1Tim 1:11 will be discussed in the following section, but the conclusion Piper draws from this
and other passages – i.e., that God's primary focus is on his own happiness/pleasure/glory – is
problematic in itself.  This premise seemingly prompts the following train of logic:

1. If God is so self-focused that His own glory is His sole primary motivation for all that
He does; and

2. If Christ is God and mirrors the thoughts and actions of His Father – thus making
Christ equally focused on His own self-glory; and

3. If Christians are in turn to be conformed to the image of Christ;
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4. Then one is arguably left with the conclusion that Christians must likewise be focused
on self-glory.

Obviously #4 is contrary to Bible commands.  While the first part of #2 is true, its conclusion is
not the picture of Christ presented in the Gospels.  Rather, the example seen in Christ's life, and
the example Christians are to follow, is one that is primarily motivated by a love for God and
secondarily by a love for others.  And if such an others-focus is the example of Christ, then
arguably it is the pattern for God the Father as well.

The fallacy of Piper's thinking is illustrated (although not proven, per se) by a human
example.  Suppose a man followed the pattern of Piper's view of God, and did all for his own
self-glory.  As a loner-frontiersman, He is sufficient in himself (more-or-less) and has no need
for others, yet he decides to marry and have children for the sole purpose of having others that
will bring him glory.  And when he is away he leaves his children notes to instill the perpetual
demand that everything that they do must make him happy.  What kind of paranoia and other
abnormalities would such a man instill in his children?  Is this the way to raise well-adjusted
children?  I think not.

Instead, as a father I choose to instill within my children a primary determination to do
right, and to bolster their commitment to that primary focus with a healthy respect for me and a
knowledge that their doing good will make me proud of them.  Thus, my happiness as a father is
the by-product of my focus upon loving my children and shaping their hearts toward a
commitment of doing right.  In striking contrast, Piper's perspective puts the father's focus on his
self-happiness at the forefront, making for misalign motivations, dwarfed maturity and paranoid
fears within the children.

So, having established that the two pillars of this book are cast from such questionable
material, one must wonder about the validity of the remainder of the book which rests upon
them.

Problems with Biased and Otherwise Poor Exegesis

The difficulties of the book's premise aside, a greater problem lies in Piper's regular
misinterpretation and misapplication of the scriptures – apparently motivated by an effort to
conform his interpretations to his preconceived (and possibly extra-biblical based) theology.

As early as the first paragraph of the first chapter Piper begins what I consider to be a
significant misuse of scripture.  Piper morphs the traditional translation of "The gospel of the
glory of the blessed God" (1Tim 1:11) into "The good news of the glory of the happy God."  He
later expounds upon that interpretation by noting, "It is good news that God is gloriously happy."
While I have no problem with legitimate rewording of traditional translations, I do find Piper's
efforts problematic in a number of areas.
• The term euaggelion has both a generic ("good news") and a specific ("gospel") use in

the NT.  I find only once in Paul's writing where the context dictates a generic use of
euaggelion.  There were other instances where either use is possible, but the specific
seems the more likely intention.  Piper, however, chooses to force a generic use of the
term here in spite of Paul's overwhelming tendency to use it in its specific sense.  Nor
does the fact that the specific sense is more fitting in this context dissuade the author.

• While this phrase to\ eu)agge/lion th=j do/chj tou= makari/ou qeou= is only found here
(and with a slight variation in 2Cor 4:4), the simplified versions eu)agge/lion qeou= and
eu)agge/lion Xristou= are common Pauline expression.  In fact, in every instance that
Paul uses "gospel of" with a near reference to God or Christ (except for here and 2Cor
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4:4), it is always in the formula of "gospel of God/Christ."  It seems most likely that the
same general formula is used here with the adjectives added to each of the two nouns –
giving "glorious gospel," and "blessed God."

• The type of genitive used by Paul in the various occurrences of "the gospel of
God/Christ" may be somewhat debated.  One might find a degree of legitimacy in
rendering them as genitive of possession (the gospel "belonging to" God/Christ); genitive
of production (the gospel "produced by" God/Christ); or genitive of source (the gospel
"derived from" God/Christ).  However, no instance was found of Paul's use of the
genitive of apposition in this formula, as Piper attempts to use here (the gospel "which is"
the glory . . .).  Thus Piper's rendering is inconsistent with Paul's frequent use of forms of
this phrase.

• A study of makari/ou ("blessed") indicates two distinct categories of use – specific and
general.  The specific use is found in beatitudes, which were quite common in both
biblical (e.g., the Sermon on the Mount) and extra-biblical works.  This use took on a
characteristic all its own with a near-idiomatic formula and meaning. It was used in a host
of sayings, dealing with subjects ranging from one's riches to the lack of suffering for one
who had died. In general, the formula implied that good fortune had or was to come upon
the type of person so described in a given beatitude.

The meaning in its general, non-idiomatic use of makari/ou can be seen in the root
word meaning of "to make large, lengthy."  In it's earliest days it connoted an idea of "to
make great" (Vines).  It seems to be best conveyed in the idea of "exalted."  In my
opinion "happy" is adequate to convey the functional implication of "blessed" in the
beatitudes (i.e., "one that is exalted to a better state in life"), but at times lacks the depth
to convey the idea behind the term in its generic use.  Such is the case in the present
passage.

• Moving from translation (per se) to context, Piper's interpretation fails miserably in
fitting into the general flow of this passage:

"…and whatever else is contrary to sound teaching, according to the good news
which is the glory of the happy God, with which I have been entrusted,"

or
"…and whatever else is contrary to sound teaching, according to the good news
that God is gloriously happy, with which I have been entrusted."

One must wonder how such "good news" fits with "sound teaching" (or anything else in
the larger passage).  Furthermore, how would Paul have been entrusted to a happy God's
glory or to God's glorious happiness, as these renderings would seemingly require?  On
the other hand, the more traditional translation fits beautifully into the context's flow.

• Note again Piper's exposition: "It is good news that God is gloriously happy" (emphasis
added).  It seems apparent that he is ultimately not just re-translating words, but subtly
and progressively morphing the meaning of this text to a point that is beyond the
grammatical limitations of the original.  It would seem that "gloriously happy" is simply
not an interpretation or meaning that can be supported by this verse.  But it does seem,
again, that Piper may be allowing his extra-biblical "inspiration" to shape his perspective
on scripture – but this time forcing him beyond what the original text will support.

• The conclusion Piper later draws from this verse – that "[a] great part of God's glory is
his happiness" – seems absolutely foreign to the contextual intent of this passage.
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In summary, I see no reason to find Piper's alternate translation preferable, or even justifiable,
and every reason to find it inferior.  Left with no reason to justify such a rendering, I must
wonder if Piper chose to shape his interpretation by his (preconceived) theology, instead of visa
versa, as proper exegesis should do.

Such poor exegesis is not an isolated problem.  The alteration of translations to a less-
likely rendering is also found in his rendering of 2Thes 3:1.  Piper's "Pray that the Word will
triumph" (p.226) is not equivalent to "Pray for us that the Word will have free course / spread
rapidly" as found in the more valid translations. Many additional examples could also be cited,
but I trust the point has been adequately made.

Piper's exegesis also regularly suffers from a forced reading of one concept into another
concept.  For example, he strongly interweaves the idea of "unconditional election"1 (which he
assumes to be in the NT) into the OT "choosing" of Abraham, other individuals, and the nation
of Israel.  While this will be discussed in greater length later, I must here ask what justification
Piper has for assuming such a connection between these NT and OT concepts and specific
connotations?

As mentioned in the shorter review, Piper at times takes a cut-and-paste approach to
building his theology.  He finds a number of passages with a common word and assumes they
can be cut out of their original contexts and pasted together into a combined theology – whether
the common word has a common meaning or not.

Another exegetical problem is that Piper on occasions omits or ignores elements of a
passage that interferes or conflicts with his preferred interpretation – as has already been shown
in his consideration of 1Tim 1:11.  Consider also his footnote citing Christ's mourning over
Jerusalem in Mt. 23:37 (pg. 314), which is given in the midst of a discussion designed to show
that God can desire that all men be saved without actually offering them that salvation as an
option.  Piper notes, "There are numerous other texts [e.g., Mt. 23:37] where God expresses his
will for the salvation of those who finally turn away from him."  However, he functionally
ignores the closing words of the verse, ". . . and you would not," which shows that the situation is
caused by the people's own will (qelw – determination, desire, wish, delight, pleasure), not
God's foreordination.

Problems with Assumptions

The book is also littered with speculations and assumptions.  While many of these
problems are in fact exegetical problems and could be included in the previous section, the shear
volume of the speculations and assumptions warrant them being considered separately.

Consider what Piper writes concerning creation: "When God brought material stuff into
existence with all its incredible variety and utterly unheard-of qualities of sight and sound and
smell and touch and taste, this (physical matter) was totally unknown to the angels.  God had
made it all up."  One must wonder where Piper gets his information.  Does he know by special
revelation that heaven is devoid of physical matter or anything comparable to it?  Or is this rather
pure and simple speculation – assumptions lacking the least thread of genuine Biblical basis?

Piper elsewhere notes, "If God were unhappy, if he were in some way deficient, then he
might indeed be constrained from outside in some way to do what he does not want to do, in
                                                       
1 By "unconditional election," Piper means the irresistible indiscriminant foreordination of salvation by God upon
those He chooses.  While I also believe in unconditional election, I would define it in terms of God's foreknowledge
of those that would willing choose to accept Christ, without either indiscriminant or irresistible elements.  For
clarity's sake I will limit my use of "unconditional election" (usually set in quotes) to Piper's meaning of the term.
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order to make up his deficiency and finally be happy."  One hardly knows where to begin in
cross-examining such a statement.  First, this begs the question of what is the genuine Biblical
basis for such a premise?  Second, one must wonder if Piper is oblivious to the numerous
scriptures where God not happy (e.g., "grieved," "angry," "wrath") – all arguing against Piper's
point.  Third, what is the logical basis for assuming that being unhappy is equivalent to being
deficient (as the first two phrases of this statement suggest), or that being unhappy could force
God to do anything He did not wish to do?

In the phrase "All that the LORD pleases, he does" (Ps 135:6; cf. Ps 115:3) Piper
supposes this implies that God does what brings Him pleasure.  I rather see in this phrase the
connotation of God doing as He chooses – i.e., He is above being leveraged to conform to the
wishes of anyone else.  To illustrate this distinction, as a parent I can do as I please relative to my
children – i.e., I can choose to do as I think best and they have no leverage to force me to choose
one way or another.  There have been times when I chose (i.e., "I was pleased") to punish them,
but I assure you that such a choice was neither directly caused by nor effected any sense of
pleasure within me.  Likewise, to say that God does as He pleases connotes His freedom of
choice, and has nothing to do with His being motivated by pleasurable sensations.

The author’s arbitrary and unwarranted distinctions are also problematic.  Consider
Piper's distinction between Paul-type (i.e., short-term) and Timothy-type (long-term) missionary
work (pg. 110ff). But such distinctions hardly seem warranted by the broad Biblical record
where both missionaries are shown in short-term and longer-term missionary work.  One must
wonder whether the Piper (1) wishes to prove a preconceived notion and stopped once he found a
superficial proof-text of that notion, or (2) willfully ignored the broader evidence that was
contrary to what he wished to prove.

Piper also regularly makes a mistake common in both statistical and exegetical studies:
Supposing that correlation establishes cause (and effect).  In observing the daily weather one
might rightly note a correlation between rain and cloudiness, and between warmth and sunny
days.  Yet this correlation does not warrant the assumption that rain brings (causes) the clouds,
nor that warmth chases them away.  Likewise, Piper often takes unwarranted steps in his
arbitrarily assuming that one element in a passage causes another, even though the passage
establishes no such relationship.  Such is the case with his examination of Jn 12:27-28 (“And
what shall I say? ‘Father save me from this hour’?  No, for this purpose I have come to this hour.
Father, glorify your name.” )  Based upon this passage Piper concludes, “…the purpose for
[Christ's] coming to that hour was to glorify the name of the Father.”  Piper's handling of this
passage is actually doubly problematic.  First, his interpretation is a misrepresentation of the
passage intent, for contextually the purpose of coming to that hour was obviously Christ's
imminent substitutionary death, not the Father's glory, per se.  Second, Piper then proceeds to
mistakenly equate the glorifying of the Father’s name with the vindication of the Father’s
reputation supposedly tarnished by accusations of the “unrighteousness in forgiveness of
sinners.”  I stand in total disbelief at such seemingly baseless suppositions.

The book is also grossly plagued with misconstrued connotations read into the Biblical
text, assuming implications that are not actually a part of that passage. One example is Piper's
statement that the meaning of "the mystery of the kingdom" is that "the Messiah's kingdom
happens in history long before its glorious global consummation" (p266).  Here again I simply
marvel at such unfounded assumptions.

Citing God’s message to Pharaoh, Piper writes, “God says to Pharaoh, ‘But for the
purpose I have caused you to stand to show you my power, so that my name may be declared
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throughout all the earth.”  Based upon this Piper concludes, “so the point of the Exodus was to
make a worldwide reputation for God.”  But such a conclusion can not be soundly based upon
that passage.  Was God's working with Pharaoh the sum total of His purpose of the exodus?
Granted, the former may be a part of the latter, but the two are hardly synonymous.  Proper
exegesis will not allow an honest Bible student to assume the purpose – or better, a purpose – of
the former to be the sole purpose of the latter.

Problems with Arguments for God's "Unconditional Election"

Here I will attempt to very briefly comment on selected arguments Piper presents,
especially in chapter five, to support his theory of "unconditional election" – or what might more
aptly be called, "indiscriminate irresistible foreordination."

Abraham – That Abraham was "chosen" or selected by God (Neh. 9:7) is indisputable.
Yet one must ask what in such "choosing" implies it was irresistible?  Is such the implication of
the Hebrew word?  If not, why try to force such a (supposed) NT concept back into the word?

Granted, as Piper points out God does say that He "knew" Abraham (Gen. 18:17-19) –
possibly implying a special relationship – but this was after the relationship was already a
temporal reality.  I find nothing to indicate an irresistible selection of Abraham, and arguments
for the "unconditional election" of other patriarchs seem to follow the same pattern.

Israel – I am willing to allow that God's selection of the nation of Israel may fall under
the category of indiscriminate and irresistible foreordination.  However Piper fails to note or
adequately deal with a number of elements and their implications relative to this.

First, this "election" is of a group, not of individuals.  It would seem that if there is a
God-intended parallel between the "unconditional election" of Israel in the OT and election in
the NT, it would imply that God elects the group (i.e., the church) and not the individuals
(believers). Piper states otherwise, but offers no reasonable justification for his argument.

Piper also fails to deal with the implications of the doubtlessly numerous individuals after
the "election" of Israel that were followers of God, yet were not a part of this elect group.  (These
individuals could possibly include people such as Jethro, Rahab, Ruth, and King
Nebuchadnezzar latter in his life.)  This would mean that the "elect" did not include all the
children of God at that particular time.  Piper unsurprisingly fails to explain how such is
paralleled in the NT.

I also wonder how Piper accounts for many individuals within "elect" Israel that were not
saved – people that were thus (by Piper's reasoning) both elect and not elect at the same time.
The theological contortions required for Piper to attempt a NT parallel within his stated
theological framework would be most interesting.

In summary, I think the above begs the question of assuming that God's choosing Israel
offers significant parallels and insights into His "unconditional election" in the NT – and
especially makes inferences concerning individual election unwise.

Ephesians – Paul admittedly establishes in the passages cited a correlation between man's
salvation and the glory of God.  But as noted earlier, correlation does not establish cause.  Piper
argues that God's self-glory brings about (causes) the man's salvation.  I maintain that the man's
salvation (even when dependent upon man's acceptance) results in the glory of God, and that is
what Paul teaches.

Romans 8 – This passage (vv. 29-30) caused me no small amount of trouble at first.  But
with time I can to see two errors in Piper's examination of this passage.  First, he starts in the
middle and works out – i.e., he begins his consideration of the passage with "called" in v. 30 and
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works back through "predestination" and then "foreknowledge," then forward through the
remainder of the verse – fashioning his concepts of the whole passage around his preconceptions
of "called."

Since that is not the order in which Paul laid out this passage, I think it best to abandon
such a backward approach and read and understand the passage as the original audience would
have.  To do so one must back up and read it within the whole context.  (The failure to do this
was Piper's second error).  The flow of thought in that context deals with the struggles of life for
God's people.  In fact, the passage in question is sandwiched between two verses (vv. 28 and 31)
that deal with that very subject.  In light of this struggle, and to encourage the struggling children
of God, Paul gives the principles of vv. 29 and 30.  Contextually Paul has his focus on a given
group – believers – as he begins with "those God foreknew."  Notice that Paul begins with
foreknowledge2, not predestination.  The flow of the passage seems best understood as follows
(loose paraphrase):

"I know you believers are struggling, but remember that God is causing all things to work
together for good for those who love Him and are called by Him.  [That includes you.]
To see the full perspective of this, realize that He knew from the beginning who
[including you] would be His followers, and these [you] He determined3 at that time to be
shaped to Christ-likeness.4  Now if He made these plans for all of you He naturally called
you [in due time], and after He called He justified and glorified.  So, if God planned all of
this from the very beginning [even to the point that He's using your present struggles to
conform you to Christlikeness], then we really have not problems at all – if God is for us,
what does it matter who is against us?"

Such an interpretation is admittedly not without its own difficulties, but it seems more in
keeping with the context.  Contextually Paul is dealing with a specific audience, and addressing a
particular need.  It would be similar to an obstetrician walking into the waiting room and saying,
"I want everyone to tell the nurse when their due-date is."  Does the doctor in fact want to know
everyone's due-date?  No, he just wants to know those in the context of the immediate context.
Does he want to know the date Mrs. Jones' research paper is due, or when Mrs. Smith is due for a
raise?  No, he just wants the dates within the context of the situation.  Likewise, it seems best to
understand Paul's statements in vv. 29-30 within the context of the broader passage – the
suffering of the saints whom God foreknew – and not as a treatise on "unconditional election."
Does this disprove "unconditional election?"  I can't say that it does.  Rather, it seems to be
indifferent to the question – and thus, no support for the Calvinists' arguments.

From Start to Finish, God – Piper states that there are "seven reasons why this teaching
["unconditional election"] is precious to me and why I believe God has pleasure in it."  I would
like to briefly respond to each of these, in an effort to show that the old lion has plenty of roar
but no teeth in his argument.

1. This "truth" is biblical – Piper has not come near proving such.

                                                       
2 Granted, some instances of ginwskw can imply a level of intimacy, but it can also connote a simple awareness
(Mt. 26:10; cf. 2Pet 3:17).  It is the burden of Calvinists wishing to use this passage as a proof-text to show the
context gives a legitimate preference for the former over the later.
3 Who are these that God pre-determined to shape into Christlikeness?  In the broad context it the struggling saints at
Rome that Paul has in mind.  However, in the immediate verse shows that predestination is based upon
foreknowledge, not predestination as the bases for, or independent of, foreknowledge as some Calvinists argue.
4 Notice that this does not say that justification was predetermined, but sanctification.
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2. This "truth" humbles sinners and exalts the glory of God – There are plenty of other
passages that genuinely present such truths, so such distortion of this "truth" provides
nothing new.

3. This "truth" tends to preserve the church from slipping toward false philosophies of
life – This arguments sounds as if it came from the traditions of the elders that Christ
so discredited – discredited because it, like Piper's theology, skewed the true
intentions of God's Word.  Was it not the desire of the scribes and Pharisees to build a
margin to distance themselves and others from sin, then proclaiming that it was sin to
cross over into that margin?  Does not Piper here argue the same point?

4. This "truth" is the good news of a salvation that is not just offered but effected –
Taking a non-Calvinistic stance by no means requires one to hold to a salvation that is
not "effected."  Nor does the Calvinist's determined stance for such effectedness
warrant their view that effectively removes a genuine offer of salvation to all men.

5. This "truth" enables us to own up to the demands for holiness in the Scripture and yet
have assurance of salvation – I see nothing in this view of election that enables one to
"own up to the demands" better than one taking a "freedom to choose" view of
election.

6. This "truth" opens us to the overwhelming experience of being loved personally with
the unbreakable electing love of God – I pity the man who is so insecure in this view
of God's love for him that he requires the concept of "unconditional election" to feel
secure in that love.  To adapt from Paul's writing, "What shall separate us from the
love of God? Will tribulation, or distress, . . . or a proper understanding that God
allows 'whosoever chooses'?"  I trust God's love to be strong enough that He will
always love me, even without being chained by an indiscriminate irresistible
foreordination theology.

7. This "truth" gives hope for effective evangelism and guarantees the triumph of
Christ's mission in the end – First, Christ's mission triumphed when sin was
conquered and salvation was offered – whether man accepts it or not.  Second, such a
view of election gives no additional hope for effective evangelism.  Third, as noted
elsewhere this fails to address the question of the need for evangelizing then the elect
will supposedly be saved regardless of man's efforts – efforts which would naturally
include the evangelism itself.

In addition to these specific items, there are a number of general problems with Piper's
arguments for "unconditional election," two of which I will mention.  First, as already stated
elsewhere, many of the "proof texts" for this theology seems to be taken outside of their broader
context or otherwise misused.

Much of my response in this section has dealt with refuting Piper's arguments.  In
essence, I've attempted to show that in my opinion his support scriptures do not support his
theology at all.  However, if I have been successful in that endeavor I have not actually proven
his theories wrong, only unsupported by the specified passages.  The second general problem
with Piper's approach – a problem of omission – is in my estimation the undoing of his beloved
"unconditional election" theology.

I present to you a two-word defense of my position against indiscriminate irresistible
foreordination:  "Whosoever will."  The invitation offered to by Jesus Himself is, "And let the
one who is thirsty come; let the one who wishes take the water of life without cost" (Rev 22:17,
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emphasis added).  The pen of the beloved apostle wrote what may have also been the words of
Christ, "… that whosoever believeth in Him might have eternal life" (Jn 3:16, emphasis added).
Dare one attempt to read into such simple statements such complexities as "only those that God
allows to "thirst," "wish" or "believe?"  Had such been the intentions of the Author would He
have not inspired His writers to pen a more clearly worded script?  Would those first recipients
of these words – most having little or no theological sophistication – have understood them in
such a way?  Conversely, had God intended that His offer of salvation be freely given to all who
would of their own volition accept His offer – is there any clearer way John could have worded it
than what was written?  I contend that one reading these scriptures – with a bias neither toward
or against Calvinism, but rather with a commitment to an honest examination of the word of God
– will allow "whosoever will" to mean exactly what a simple understand of the phrase implies.
And upon that understanding they will build their theology, not visa versa.

The Appendix – Ambiguity and Assumptions of God's "Will"

Much confusion – both in this book and elsewhere – seems to come from the ambiguity
of the meaning of "God's will." Piper seems to be predisposed to understand God's will as
irresistible foreordination ("God's inviolable sovereign will" (p. 330)).  But "will" is a
multifaceted word, with various shades of meaning, including "wish", "desire", "command",
"choice", "insistence", "allow", etc.

Piper makes an extended and well-founded argument in the appendix that God in a great
sense operates under two, and often contrary, wills.  While I applaud his efforts and conclusion, I
think Piper fails to probe/explore the subject deeply enough.  I hold that there are in fact at least
four (and possible more) levels or "strengths" of God's will.  Specifically, these are:

1. God's desire – Sometimes called "God's perfect will," this is what God wants done.
This level includes God's will that Adam and Eve not eat to from the fruit of the tree
in the midst of the Garden, the Ten Commandments, and many of the instructions that
God gives in His Word.  God's will (desire) that all men come unto Him belongs in
this level.

2. Man's Freedom of Choice – It is undeniable that God wills at least a degree of
freedom of choice for people. He has in fact chosen to give such freedom a higher
priority (although not a higher value) than His desires (#1 above).  We constantly find
examples in scripture (e.g., Adam's eating of the fruit) and in daily life where God's
will to give mankind freedom of choice subjugates His perfect will – at least
temporarily.

3. God's Changeable Decrees – Scripture is replete with examples of the decrees or
intentions make by God – things that God states will happen.  However, a number of
these we find have been changed or are changeable by the intercessions or other
activities of people.  God's intended destruction of the Israelites and of Sodom were
relaxed (at least to a degree) by the supplications of Moses and Abraham.  God's
decree of death to sinners is altered by their repentance and confession.  God's
discipline for believers is likewise usually discontinued at their change of heart.

In a sense an element of an individual's freedom of choice can fall into this
category, as exemplified in the life of Pharaoh.  While God foreknew and chose to
use the hardness of Pharaoh's heart, God did not foreordain it.  (The latter seems
clearly implied when scriptures state that it was Pharaoh himself that hardened his
own heart in the beginning – signifying that he had the option to choose right, but
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didn't.)  In his repetitive rebellion, however, Pharaoh effectively changed the God's
willingness to granting him freedom of choice. God thus changed His will, removed
the freedom of choice, and He hardened his heart.

It is in this level of God's will where we find His decree, "Whosoever wills
may come."  God makes the decree that anyone who wishes may come, that all who
by faith freely accept the free gift of grace will be saved.  This is not a decree that all
will  be saved – but that salvation is offered to all.  This view allows for the possibility
that the lost individual, as Pharaoh, may so harden his heart that God removes the
freedom to choose – but such need not imply that choice was not a legitimate offer in
the first place.

4. God's Unchangeable Decrees – There are some things in scripture that are promised
by God regardless of what individuals may choose.  Such would include the first and
second comings of Christ, "my word will not return unto me void," the eternal
consequences of either accepting or never accepting Christ as savior, and the glory
that God will ultimately get from all things.  These do not prevent man's freedom of
choice, they simply rise above and are not controlled by such choices.

"You shall reap what you sow" (and many other Biblical principles) probably
belong in this category.  This would explain why people often still must face the
consequences of their sins even after they have repented (#2) and God has removed
His punishment (#3).

It should also be noted that God's unchangeable decree upon a group is not
necessarily imposed upon the individuals within that group.  At various points God
has decreed that He will have a remnant of His people that will continue, but such a
decree did not necessarily insist that a given individual was irresistibly a part of that
remnant.  I think this has implications for the elect groups of Israel and the church –
God did/will see that the group perseveres, but individuals are not irresistibly,
indiscriminately (or irrevocably, in some instances5) foreordained to be a part of that
elect group.

All of these may aptly be called the "will of God" as used in scripture.  Thus, the use of
that term in scripture does not always carry the same connotations.  I believe this accounts for
one of the problems within Piper's theology.  His statement that "God can will that a sinful act
come to pass…" (p 332) would be valid if one understands "will" to be "allows" or "permits"
(use #2 above).  However, that is not Piper's argument.  Rather, the context shows Piper
understand "will" here as a "decree" (#4).  This understanding, though, is contrary to the tenor of
scripture which states that God "does not tempt anyone" (James 1:13).

In his extended list of examples of those that God worked with and those that God
hardened their heart, Piper fails to note an underlying common thread.  Among those that God
"hardened their hearts," such hardening came as a response to earlier willful rebellion by these
people.  Accusations of an arbitrary and indiscriminate decree from God is here unfounded.

Piper states that God willed the death of Jesus – an act that was sinful.  I counter that
although Piper is right that God willed that death, the act itself is not sinful at all.  Can anyone
provide scriptural proof that a choice to allow, or even to necessitate, a voluntary substitutionary
death is sinful – i.e., goes against any command of scripture?  Were such a death against the
willingness of the one dying, then it would possibly be sinful – but such is not the case here.
Granted, God allowed this voluntary death to be accomplished at the hands of sinful men with
                                                       
5 E.g., the one that was to be removed from the church (1Cor 5:2).
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sinful motives, but such does not necessitate that God foreordained such sin.  If stuck in a ditch, I
would allow my vehicle to be pulled free by a beer truck – however, my willingness to do so
does not necessitate my being in agreement or partnership with either the product or the purpose
of that truck.

To conclude this interaction with Piper's extended look at God's will, consider the
following:  At the very beginning of God's interaction with man, God willed (level #1 above)
that Adam not eat of the fruit, but subjugated that will to His will that man be allowed the
freedom to choose (#2) to obey Him or not. However, when man exercised that freedom, was not
free from the consequences (#3, and eventually #4) of his choice.  In like manner, God wills (#1)
that all men6 be saved; however He also likewise subjugates that will to His will that individuals
be free to choose (#2) to follow Him or not; yet they are bound to live under the consequences
(#3, and eventually #4) of such choices.  This pattern of an individual's freedom to chose – as
opposed to irresistible indiscriminate foreordination of God upon that individual – is the pattern
set forth from the earliest chapters of the scriptures and is the thread woven throughout the whole
of the Book.

Other Problems

As noted in the shorter response, Piper attempts to counter the argument that
"unconditional election" dismisses the need for mission work.  His answer was to argue that such
election "guarantees" the due success of missions.  While there is some logic in that argument, it
at best fails to address the issue of why one should give life, effort or money toward an end that
will supposedly happen anyway.

There are other examples where Piper's arguments are not consistent with this theology.
If election is irrefutable, and includes all aspects of salvation (justification, sanctification &
glorification), then why the various impassioned pleas in the book?  If all aspects of salvation are
irresistible – presumably whether it be attempts to deny, delay or hasten them – then why attempt
to change that which God has set in stone?

Also note Pipe's words: "Thousands of Christians . . . don't cringe or weep at the
thousands who perish every week" (p. 228).  If such perish, are they (supposedly) thus not of the
elect?  Why weep over that chance which the sovereign God chose not to give to them, lest we
find ourselves wishing against that which (Piper argues) brings God pleasure?

Does not Piper hold that the elect are irresistibly destined to salvation, and the non-elect
irresistibly unable to obtain it?  If such is the condition of man, then all Piper can conceivably do
is to possibly stir up within the non-elect a desire for that which they can not obtain.  One is
brought to the conclusion that either Piper does not believe what he says, he has not thought
through the ramifications that should govern his misguided enthusiasm, or he simply cares not
about the additional anguish he heaps upon the lost soul.

I also fault Piper's use of the expression "God's sovereignty" (and its various forms).  It is
a misnomer to use the term as a substitute for "unconditional election," as Piper does.  Without
question God is sovereign.  In fact, He is so sovereign that He can proclaim that He will accept
as sons all who choose to exercise their own God-willed volition to accept His Son as savior –
and no one can prevent Him from doing so.  Contrary to Piper's thinking, sovereignty is not the
champion for Calvinism.

                                                       
6 "Individuals" seems to be the natural meaning here, not "people groups" as Piper claims.
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Concluding Thoughts

The book constantly emphasizes God's glory as if it were the motivation for all that He
does.  Unquestionably God is concerned about His glory, but statements showing His glory as a
motivation does not imply it to be the sole or even a primary motivation for what He does.  Nor
does a particular act motivated by His glory imply that such glory is the motivation for all He
does.  I believe that the tenor of scripture is, rather, that love is God's primary motivations, and
His glory is the secondary motivation or by-product of His actions.

To say that God does all that He does primarily motivated by His own glory – for His
own pleasure – seems comparable to saying that Rover does all that he does for the joy of
wagging his tail.  One might rightly observe that the dog constantly eats, he regularly meets his
master at the end of the day's work, and loves to have his head scratched – and in each and every
one of these and more the dog wags his tail.  Thus one following Piper's logic would conclude
that Rover's whole life is build around the pleasure of wagging his tail.  Personally, I prefer to
think that God's glory, like Rover's tail-wagging, is better explained as the by-product of an
otherwise motivated pursuit, not the motivation itself.


